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Second Mountain

A restaurant and hotel destination
less than two hours from New York City.

Following in the footsteps of America’s great resort destinations such as
Blackberry Farm, Twin Farms, and Post Ranch Inn, Second Mountain will be
a world-class getaway in the Hudson Valley. At once casual and luxurious,
the site is located just outside the picturesque village of Millbrook and
centers around the Carnegie family’s historic Migdale Castle.
The resort will feature a Relais & Chateaux grade hospitality experience
with unique guest rooms in the central buildings and new cottages. The
finest food and beverage experiences, from casual to fine dining, will
be on offer to the guests and the local community. We will be sourcing
ingredients locally and from the farm on property—with aspirations of
becoming one of America’s great dining rooms. Finally, a collection of
rental pool units will be built in select locations.
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Second Mountain will bring a contemporary approach to the high-end luxury
resort market by bringing a lightness to its elegant sensibilities. Activities
will include standard fare such as high-end spa treatments, yoga, hiking,
etc. Second Mountain will take what it does very seriously, without taking
itself too seriously, and seeking to deliver the utmost joy to our guests.
The property will be developed and operated by Will Guidara and the
leadership team that he worked with for the last ten years. Together, they
turned Eleven Madison Park into the number one restaurant in the world
and reinvented the idea of the grand hotel at The NoMad (in NYC, LA,
and Las Vegas.)
Second Mountain will build on these experiences to create a comprehensive
hospitality destination that is second to none. It will be genuinely singular
in its space—a luxurious oasis that offers its guests a true escape from the
world, and a collection of memories that will last a lifetime.
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Executive Summary
Second Mountain will convert Migdale Castle and its surrounding 350
acres into the finest resort within a short drive from New York City.
Existing buildings accommodate 27 oversized keys and suites. New cottages
and cabins will accommodate an additional 39 keys and 11 seasonal luxury
canvas tents—totaling 77 keys overall. 23 exquisite rental pool units
complete the property.
The castle hosts the primary food and beverage experiences, complemented
by a spa and indoor pool. Shared amenities will span the property including
a greenhouse / farm, tennis courts, trails, and more.
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The property
Migdale Castle

The centerpiece of the property is Migdale Castle, built
by Andrew Carnegie’s only daughter Margaret, in 1927,
on a splendid 350-acre estate and inspired by the family’s
Skibo Castle in Scotland.
The 34,500 sf stone and brick structure with slate roof
tiles accommodates 11 bedrooms, suites and duplexes,
with oversized bathrooms and ample closet space, and
views down to the horizon over the property’s Great
Lawn and ponds.
The ground floor has numerous spaces for lounge and
dining rooms, with a movie theatre, a spa, a 45 foot
indoor pool, and fitness facilities in the lower level.
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The property

Migdale Castle—Existing interiors
Though a redecoration is in order, the building already
features extraordinary details and elegant features with
massive exposed wood beams, leaded glass casement
windows, imported Jerusalem limestone walls and
fireplaces from a former castle in Brittany.
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The property
The Tudor Homes

Three buildings are built in a Tudor style and provide
more space for accommodations across the property:
• “The Staff House” (10,000 sf, 6 keys)
• “The Gate House” (5,000 sf, 7 keys)
• “The Farm House” (2,000 sf, 3 keys)
Together the Tudor buildings accommodate 16 keys.
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The property
The grounds

The property is scattered with wonderful moments and
opportunities. Surrounding the castle are miles of trails,
rolling hills, a tennis court, and unbelievable views of
the Catskills Mountains from the highest points in
Millbrook.
The farm & greenhouse will not only be a unique
amenity but will also provide special ingredients for the
farm-to-table restaurants.
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The property
Access & Proximity

The property is less than a one hour and forty-five minute
drive from New York City. Metro North provides access
to Poughkeepsie and is a short cab ride away.
The estate is south of Hudson, NY, is within visitation
distance from nearby communities in Fairfield (Stanford,
Bridgeport) and Litchfield Counties (New Haven,
Danbury), and is under 3.5 hours from Boston.
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The Property
3D Aerial
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Accomodations & Design
Guest Rooms and Public Areas

The existing accommodations will be renovated with a
design approach that incorporates the age, history, and
architecture of the buildings, with a mix of luxurious
furnishings, vintage objects, and modern mixes of color
and texture to freshen the spaces.
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Accomodations & Design
The Cottages

New cottages will be constructed to highlight the
surrounding natural beauty. The one or two bedroom
cottages will be built with architecture that melts into the
landscape and is filled with lush, cozy interiors.
Some cottages will have unobstructed views of the
majestic Catskills Mountains from some of the highest
points in the region. Other cottages will be nestled in the
property’s birch forest or will overlook its ponds.
Finally, hidden behind the Great Lawn will be seasonal
single-bed canvas tents with ensuite bathrooms,
reminiscent of top-tier safari resorts.
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Food & Beverage
The dining and drinking experiences across the property
will be unparalleled and executed by the team that helped make
Eleven Madison Park the Best Restaurant in the World.
The central fine dining experience will feature the world-class
culinary talents of chef Brian Lockwood. The menu will be
guest-centric and structured around four courses so as to avoid
the trap of overly long meals.
The intimate dining room overlooking the lawn will be extended
with a small enclosure onto the patio.
The dishes will be developed with ingredients sourced on
property’s farm and from the many incredible farms nearby in the
Millbrook and greater Hudson Valley region.
The beverage program will also be best-in-class—building
upon the castle’s beautiful 5,000-bottle red brick cellar, the NY
winemaking community and offering perfectly executed cocktails
for visitors to enjoy.
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Food & Beverage
The fine dining restaurant represents only a piece of the
offering that will be available to hotel guests and local visitors
The Castle’s main lounge will offer a more casual menu
throughout the day and night.
Mornings begin with an elegant buffet and breakfast eggs
made to order according to guest preferences. Lunch,
Afternoon Tea, Sunset Cocktails and Dinner will focus on a
confident simplicity that is accessible and will keep the Castle
activated into the evening.
Several other intimate rooms, one with a small bar, are adjacent
to the lounge for smaller groups. In season, the terrace offers an
outdoor dining experince.
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Hospitality
More than the proximity to the city, the beauty of the estate, or
the town it is in—the thing that will set Second Mountain apart
will be its world-leading service and hospitality.
Over the last 12 years, Will has established himself as a leader in
the field. Having won the James Beard Award for Best Service
in America, the 50 Best Award for Best Hospitality in the world,
and many more for his approach in the dining room at Eleven
Madison Park.
Second Mountain will continue to set the standard for what
hospitality can be in America—not in a stuffy way, but through
a high-touch and personal approach to service that embraces
elegance without the formality.
By continuing the Dreamweaver program that Will started at
EMP and establishing a “one size fits one” approach to taking
care of our guests, the experience will be like no other.
We will carry forward the same ethic applied to a 3 to 4 hour
experience at EMP to the roomier canvas of a perfect 3 to 4 day
stay.
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Activities

On Property
By creating a variety of things that people can do on and off the
property, Second Mountain will be a place that people come for
multiple days at a time. The offering will grow over time but will
include a mix of:
• Spa services
• Indoor and outdoor (new) pools
• Wellness programming including yoga, meditation, etc.
• Hiking, snow shoeing and cross-country skiing
on the property’s and other local trails
• Craft Classes (ceramics, woodworking, etc.)
• Tennis courts, Croquet Lawn, Bocce, Horseshoes, etc.
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Activities

Off-Property
The property is within close proximity to incredible local
attractions, providing Second Mountain with unique access to
destination worthy activities.
Orvis Sandanona is one not only of the country’s premier
sporting clay courses, but they also offer top-rated fly-fishing trips
throughout the area.
Partnerships are possible with noted equestrian centers, local
artisans and much more. The property is also within reasonable
proximity to many top-tier art destinations in the Hudson Valley
including the Dia:Beacon, Storm King Art Center and MASS
MoCa.
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Millbrook, New York
Millbrook is one of the most charming villages
in the Hudson Valley.
Downtown is quaint and full of life—featuring one of
the best farmer’s markets in the area, longstanding antique
shops, a perfect retro diner and gas station, gorgeous
architecture, and much more.
The village is also surrounded by sprawling pastoral
landscapes, extraordinary equestrian centers and farms.
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Will Guidara
Principal

Will Guidara co-founded Make it Nice Hospitality, a
premier restaurant group including the three Michelin
starred and #1 rated restaurant in the world, Eleven
Madison Park, NoMad (NYC, LA, LV), and Made
Nice. In addition to the restaurants, Will started the
Welcome Conference, the leading hospitality conference
in the world.
Will has won numerous industry awards including
the James Beard Award for Best Service in America,
The Wall Street Journal Innovators Award, the 50 Best
Award for Best Hospitality in the World, the Culinary
Institute of America Masters of Hospitality Award, and
the Grande Table du Monde Award for Best Service in
the World.
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Thank you
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